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Ambassador Referral Form 

Best Buddies International 

The Best Buddies Ambassadors Program provides training for participants with and without intellectual and 
developmental disabilities in the areas of speech writing, public speaking, and self-advocacy. Ambassadors develop 
the skills to effectively share their stories, promote Best Buddies’ mission of inclusion, and make connections in the 
community. If you or someone you know are interested and could be a good fit for this role, please complete the form 
below and send to your local Best Buddies office. 

Section 1: Candidate Information 

First Name: Last Name: 

Email: Phone: 

Best Buddies Staff Contact: Best Buddies Office: 

 Best Buddies program experience: (example: member of high school chapter/ Citizens member) 

Best Buddies Ambassadors Experience 

Has the candidate completed any previous Best Buddies Ambassador trainings?   YES  NO 

  If yes, please share more details about the training. (Approximate date, location, etc.) 

 Has the candidate completed public speaking training outside of Best Buddies? YES  NO 

  If yes, please share more details about the training. (Approximate date, organization, etc.) 

Please list any previous public speaking experience: 

Learning Style 

 Please indicate the candidate’s comfort level and ability to read: 

 Independent    Needs Some Support  Needs Full Support 

 Please indicate the candidate’s comfort level and ability to write: 

 Independent            Needs Some Support  Needs Full Support 

Does the candidate require any adaptive equipment or assistive technology? If yes, please describe. 
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Section 2: Recommendation 

Why do you think this person would be a good candidate to become a Best Buddies Ambassador? 

How do you feel this candidate could benefit from this training opportunity? 

To make the training a success for the candidate you are recommending, is there anything the facilitator or speech 
coach should keep in mind in terms of support? 

Contact Information for Recommendation

  Full Name:   Relationship to Candidate: 

Email: Phone: 

Signature: Date: 
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